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Abstract—Many firewalls have been extending their security
capabilities to support Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) systems or to protect the operations within industrial
process control. A SCADA firewall usually needs to inspect
deeper into the payload to understand exactly what detailed
industrial applications are being executed. However, security
features in traditional SCADA firewalls have drawbacks in two
main aspects. First, a traditional Deep Packet Inspection (DPI)
enabled SCADA firewall only partially inspects the content of
payload. Specially-crafted packets carrying malicious payload
can exploit this drawback to bypass the firewall’s inspection.
Second, existing SCADA firewalls have poor capability for
protecting proprietary industrial protocols. In this paper, we
propose a new SCADA firewall model called SCADAWall. This
model is powered by our Comprehensive Packet Inspection
(CPI) technology. SCADAWall also includes a new Proprietary
Industrial Protocols Extension Algorithm (PIPEA) to extend
capabilities to proprietary industrial protocol protection, and
an Out-of-Sequence Detection Algorithm (OSDA) to detect ab-
normality within industrial operations. We have compared our
security features with two commercial SCADA firewalls. Our
experiment also shows that SCADAWall can effectively mitigate
those drawbacks without sacrificing SCADA system’s low latency
requirement.

Index Terms—Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (S-
CADA), Comprehensive Packet Inspection (CPI), Firewall, Pro-
prietary Industrial Protocols Extension Algorithm (PIPEA), Out-
of-Sequence Detection Algorithm (OSDA)

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past two decades, many SCADA systems have
evolved from closed internal network and proprietary tech-
nologies into open network together with an increased number
of connections among SCADA devices, enterprise network and
even Internet. This makes SCADA systems more vulnerable to
more threats. For instance, one of the threats is injecting forged
commands [1] to control vulnerable field devices such as Pro-
grammable Logic Controllers (PLCs). Operational security has
become an important consideration when designing a SCADA
system. Many legacy SCADA systems leave critical infrastruc-
ture and systems vulnerable to security threats, because most
existing SCADA protocols lack security mechanisms in their
designs. This becomes the primary weaknesses exploited in
many historical SCADA attacks.

There are various approaches that aim to secure SCA-
DA systems. A commonly used approach in SCADA traffic
monitoring and filtering is firewall. SCADA firewall is the

primary security device that inspects all the packets entering
and leaving an industrial network, and decides whether a
packet should be accepted or dropped after matching it against
a list of pre-configured firewall rules. Different from tradi-
tional enterprise network-based firewalls, SCADA firewalls
are specially designed to secure industrial protocols (e.g.,
Modbus, DNP3, OPC-UA) and applications. Nowadays, there
are limited commercial or open source SCADA firewalls [2].
Fundamental capabilities utilized in traditional IT firewalls,
such as packet inspection up to transport layer, have been
inherited into SCADA firewalls. Deep Packet Inspection (DPI)
is an important extension model in SCADA firewall that allows
the firewall to inspect deeper into the application fields of
packets, and exactly understand what detailed SCADA appli-
cations are going to be executed in real-time. Depending on
different industrial protocols, the target fields of DPI module
may include:

• Operational target field (e.g., unit ID, slave ID, destina-
tion)

• Function code field (e.g., read operations, write opera-
tions, programming and diagnostics operations)

• Address field (e.g., addresses of registers or coils)
However, traditional DPI modules in SCADA firewalls

only perform incomplete payload inspection. Not all critical
information in the payload has been inspected. For instance,
the payloads of industrial protocol packets also include:

• Sub-function code field (e.g., multiple options under
diagnostics function code)

• Data value field (e.g., data stored in certain registers or
coils)

• Other proprietary fields depending on protocols (e.g.,
indicators, flags, checksums inherited from serial com-
munications into TCP/IP, and so on)

Lack of inspection on certain fields could make the firewall
fail to recognize packets carrying malicious payload that
aim to attack the SCADA system. For example, an attacker
intercepts a Modbus Function Code 6 (write data to a single
register) packet, modifies the value of a register, and re-sends it
to the original destination for execution. In a SCADA system,
it is common that a register’s value decides the multi-states
(e.g., power on / off, sleep mode, warm / cold restart) of
a running field device. An experienced attacker can launch



such attack in order to control or corrupt those vulnerable
SCADA devices. Traditional SCADA firewalls do not inspect
the data value field, and hence fail to recognize such malicious
Modbus packets as long as they use legal function code,
unit ID, and target register address. Similarly, for another
example, traditional SCADA firewalls will not inspect the sub-
function codes under Modbus function code 8 (diagnostics).
Sub-function code 4 will force the PLC into the listen-only
mode. Attackers can exploit this vulnerability to corrupt the
normal service of PLCs. Cryptography seems a good option
to mitigate the vulnerabilities of SCADA protocols. Although
several crypto-enabled SCADA protocols with authentication
or encryption features (e.g., [3] [4]) had been designed to
secure SCADA systems, there is still no standardized approach
to the best of our knowledge. One of the major challenges or
obstructions is to maintain strict low-latency communication
with additional security features.

To mitigate this drawback, better payload inspection tech-
nology is needed in the design of next-generation SCADA
firewall. In this paper, we have designed and implemented
a Comprehensive Packet Inspection (CPI) technology. The
primary objective of CPI technology is to inspect every
meaningful field or a single bit of data in the application
content against pre-defined firewall rules. Not only the fields
of function code, operational targets and address, but also the
fields of sub-function codes, data values and other specific
purpose depend on proprietary protocols should be restricted
within secure ranges through SCADA firewall’s inspection.
We have implemented the concept of CPI using Iptables, a
kernel firewall of the Linux operating system. We demonstrate
that CPI can prevent more attacks than traditional SCADA
firewalls, by using a case study of Modbus-based Metro
SCADA system.

Lack of capability for proprietary industrial protocol pro-
tection is another drawback of many traditional SCADA
firewalls. Not all SCADA systems utilize standardized in-
dustrial protocols. It is common that many SCADA systems
still apply proprietary industrial protocols so that traditional
SCADA firewalls are incompatible. Replace or upgrade the
industrial infrastructure will incur expensive cost or operation
corruption (e.g., urban mass transportation, power grid). To
our best knowledge, no existing SCADA firewall is designed
to solve this drawback. On the other hand, different propri-
etary industrial protocols always have the similar hierarchical
structure and function fields even though they are developed
for different categories of SCADA systems. We have designed
and implemented a Proprietary Industrial Protocols Extension
Algorithm (PIPEA). We use the same case study to demon-
strate that users can use PIPEA to add rules for proprietary
industrial protocols into SCADA firewall, and use the CPI to
inspect those protocols.

In this paper, we present the SCADAWall, a complete
SCADA firewall model that is powered by our CPI and PIPEA.
In addition, we further leverage CPI and PIPEA to achieve a
higher level of industrial operation security. Many industrial
operations are accomplished by executing a series of sequential

steps. For instance, in a metro SCADA system, the track
side traction power is given from multiple power generators.
The operator would turn on (or off) one general switch and
several regional switches sequentially to avoid power fault.
Sequential operations could be corrupted due to intentional
attacks or human errors. Hence, our SCADAWall also includes
an Out-of-Sequence Detection Algorithm (OSDA) to detect
abnormalities within industrial operations. Lastly, we show
that SCADAWall model can effectively inspect the SCADA
traffic without sacrificing the network performance.

The reminder of this paper is organized as following.
Section II introduces background of Metro SCADA system
and Modbus protocol. Section III analyzes traditional SCADA
firewalls, and demonstrates how their limitations lead to se-
curity breach by using a Metro SCADA testbed. Section IV
discusses the challenges in designing our SCADAWall, and
provides the design details of three SCADAWall components:
CPI, PIPEA, and OSDA. Section V shows the implementation
and evaluation results of a SCADAWall prototype. Section VI
discusses the related research work. Finally, Section VII gives
a conclusion and discusses future work.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Overview of Metro SCADA System

SCADA systems cover power generation, public transporta-
tion, automation, water, oil and gas, and more critical infras-
tructures. The scale and complexity of a SCADA system varies
depending on the number of operations that it controls as well
as the scale of utility which runs it [5]. Different SCADA
systems usually consist of some common components:

• The Human-Machine Interfaces (HMIs) computers (or
tablets) that serve as the monitoring and control user
interfaces of different SCADA applications. Graphical
User Interface (GUI) software is installed in the HMI.

• The central (or local) server that runs the SCADA ap-
plications as SCADA master. Users can access those
SCADA applications (e.g., collect field data, control field
devices) through HMIs.

• Remote Terminal Units (RTUs) or PLCs that manage
different categories of field devices through digital I/O,
analog I/O, serial communication or other channels.
Meanwhile, they serve as SCADA slaves to communi-
cate with SCADA master using industrial protocols over
TCP/IP.

• A large amount of field devices (e.g., sensors, actuators,
motors) that perform the detailed operation work. They
are directly controlled by RTUs or PLCs.

• A Communication Backbone Network (CBN) that con-
nects HMIs, servers, RTUs or PLCs, and other necessary
networking devices or Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT)
devices to form the whole SCADA system.

In later sections, we choose metro SCADA system as a case
study to demonstrate attacks and mitigation. Here, we first give
some information about Metro SCADA system architecture.
A Metro SCADA system consists of one Operational Control
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Center (OCC) and all the stations (and depots) supervised by
the OCC. Figure 1 shows the typical network topology of one
metro station as an example.

Fig. 1: Typical SCADA network topology of one metro station

Similar as many typical industrial systems, RTUs/PLCs per-
form the majority of on-site monitoring and control in Metro
SCADA system. RTUs have better data processing capability
and support more communication protocols than PLCs. Thus,
they are suitable for remote monitoring and control. PLCs have
more sophisticated embedded control capability than RTUs.
In a SCADA system, one RTU usually connects multiple
PLCs to which the field devices are connected directly. RTU
works with PLCs to acquire the real-time information from
different field devices, and transfer the data to the SCADA
master using agreed industrial protocols. Meanwhile, they also
need to perform local control after receiving the operational
commands, such as to control station/tunnel lightings, power
breakers, or alarm signals, from the SCADA master.

In addition, RTU also plays an important role of the
gateway for the communication between SCADA master (lo-
cated within IT network) and SCADA slaves (located within
OT network). Encapsulation and Decapsulation of industrial
commands also happen within RTU.

B. Modbus Protocol and Security Properties

Some standardized SCADA protocols include Modbus, D-
NP3 (Distributed Network Protocol), OPC UA (Open Platform
Communications Unified Architecture), and CIP (Common
Industrial Protocol). Actually, many protocols are originally
vendor specific but have become widely adopted by more
SCADA vendors. Many industrial protocols support both serial
communication and Ethernet (TCP/IP) communication.

1) Overview of Modbus Protocol: We briefly introduce
Modbus protocol as it is commonly applied in Metro SCADA
system. Modbus/RTU is designed for serial communication,
and Modbus/TCP, which is the extension of Modbus/RTU, is
designed for Ethernet communication. TCP port 502 is as-
signed to Modbus/ TCP. As an example in Figure 1, the RTU
will communicate with SCADA master using Modbus/TCP
and communicate with SCADA slaves using Modbus/RTU.
The format conversion between them is showed in Figure 2.

Modbus protocol uses a common query-response commu-
nication mode. SCADA master initiates queries to SCADA

Fig. 2: Conversion between a Modbus/RTU packet and a
Modbus/TCP packet

slaves for execution. SCADA slave replies the responses
to supply the requested data or acknowledge the state of
execution. A Modbus/TCP message’s TCP payload consists
of Modbus Application Protocol (MBAP) Header and Protocol
Data Unit (PDU). The 7-byte MBAP is used to pair the query
and response using identifiers, describe the packet length, and
identify the IDs of each SCADA slave. PDU part supports
meaningful Modbus command and includes two fields, which
are relevant to our work.

1) Function Code (FC) field
Function code specifies the actions requested by SCADA
master, which can be further categorized into data access
(read or write coil (bit) or register (byte)), diagnostics,
and other proprietary purposes. There are around 20
public function codes [6] that have been standardized
among different industries. Modbus also leave ranges
(e.g., 65 to 72, 100 to 110) to create user-defined function
codes. Many vendors also have reserved function codes
for proprietary applications.

2) Data field
Data field specifies detailed information about an action,
which varies for different function code. Let us give
two examples. A data access function code may specify
access method (read or write), type of data (bit/coil
or byte/register), number of coils or registers, memory
addresses (starting address and ending address), and new
values written to memory. Diagnostics may include mul-
tiple sub-function codes, such as restart device, change
device mode, return device states, and more other vendor-
defined proprietary functions.

2) Security Properties of Modbus Protocol: Many typical
SCADA systems tend to follow the AIC Triad, where system
Availability (A) is prioritized higher than Integrity (I) and
Confidentiality (C) [7]. Modbus protocol keeps long-lived
TCP connection between master and slave, and accomplishes
any mission in an efficient 2-way query-response. It satisfies
the strict timing requirement of SCADA systems. Modbus
protocol cannot guarantee session security and defense identity
spoofing. Thus, attackers can inject spoofed commands or
hijack established master-slave TCP connection in order to
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control or deny SCADA devices. In addition, without restric-
tions (e.g., firewall) on the use of Modbus Function Codes,
attackers can always gain a complete control over slaves (read
memory data, execute privileged actions, and erase/reset/restart
devices).

III. SECURITY ANALYSIS OF TRADITIONAL SCADA
FIREWALLS

We have experimented two commercial off-the-shelf SCA-
DA firewalls including FW1 (Belden Tofino Xenon Securi-
ty Appliance) [8] [9] and FW2 (Checkpoint 1200R Appli-
ance) [10]. Both of them are designed to protect multiple
standardized industrial protocols through DPI technology.

A. Features of DPI Functionality

FW1 is a non-intrusive Datalink Layer firewall that can be
easily deployed in SCADA network without assigning a new
IP address. It is specially designed for SCADA applications.
Rather than hard coding the DPI features into the firewall hard-
ware, FW1 develops each DPI module as an “Enforcer” and
packages them into a Loadable Security Module (LSM) [9].
For example, Modbus TCP Enforcer allows users to define
firewall rules that specify which Modbus/TCP function codes
and register/coil addresses may be accessed. FW2 is a cen-
tralized management firewall that can be deployed in SCADA
network intrusively with routing capability. Firewall rules are
uploaded through a central server. Similar as FW1, it also
develops each DPI module as installation plug-ins.

We first use FW1 as an example to illustrate how DPI func-
tionality works on Modbus/TCP. Figure 3 shows a screenshot
during Modbus/TCP DPI configuration. In such case, FW1
is logically connected between a HMI PC (175.1.20.2) and a
RTU (175.1.20.1) to inspect the traffic. Modbus/TCP Enforcer
is selected as the permission type to trigger a DPI configuration
window. In this window, DPI can be configured to work in two
modes:

Fig. 3: Modbus/TCP DPI configuration options (FW1 as an
example)

1) Inspect Function Code field only
All public function codes have been categorized into three
levels of privileges, respectively refer to as Read-Only
(only data read commands are permitted), Read and Write

(data read and data write commands are permitted), and
Programming (data read, data write, and programming
commands are permitted). However, data field will not
be inspected.

2) Inspect Function Code field + memory address range
(partial data field)
From Figure 3, we can see that users may also create
a customized list of public function codes by using
Advanced option. If this is a read FC or a write FC, users
can further specify a valid range of coil/register addresses,
which are located in the data field. Figure 3 shows three
sample rules: a FC 03 command (read holding registers)
is allowed to read registers within addresses 4000 to 6000
only; a FC 15 command (write multiple coils) is allowed
to write coils to addresses 1000 to 2000 only; If this is
a FC 08 diagnostic (programming), there is no further
diagnostic option.

FW2 provides similar DPI functionality, which is named as
application control. Public Modbus applications (equivalent to
Function Codes) are listed in a library so that users can select
them during configuration. Those applications include but not
limited to: read/write registers, diagnostics, and get com event
log. Data field will also not be further inspected in FW2.

Based on our study and lab experiment, we list their
firewall-relevant security features in securing SCADA system.
A summary is showed in Table I.

TABLE I: Summary of firewall-relevant security features in
FW1 and FW2

Functions FW1 FW2
DPI on Function Code field Yes, but

incomplete
(memory address
range only)

No

Public Modbus Function
Codes

Yes Yes

User-defined Modbus Func-
tion Codes

No No

DPI for public industrial pro-
tocols

Modbus, DNP3, OPC UA, CIP, etc.

DPI on proprietary industrial
protocols

No No

B. Limitations of Traditional SCADA Firewalls

After learning the capabilities of traditional SCADA fire-
walls, let us discuss some of their limitations. We still use
Modbus DPI as an example to illustrate the limitations.

1) DPI inspects partial content in the payload rather than
full content
Modbus payload includes Function Code field and the
data field. The structure of data fields varies depending
on each public or user-defined Function Code. Traditional
SCADA firewalls will leverage DPI to inspect Function
Code field, whereas data field is not inspected or partially
inspected. For example, FW1 will inspect the address
field by allowing users to specify a valid range of
register/coil addresses. Besides address field, data field
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also includes register/coil values (write commands), sub-
function codes, and more proprietary bytes, which users
cannot configure in the DPI. This incomplete security
boundary absolutely leaves opportunities for attackers to
inject a series of bad register/coil values or execute priv-
ileged sub-function codes in order to control RTUs/PLCs
and their connected field devices. We simulate several
attacks in the next section to further explain our concerns.

2) DPI does not work on user-defined and reserved Function
Codes
Modbus protocol allows the use of user-defined Func-
tion Codes. Users can choose and implement Function
Codes that are not supported in the public specification.
This feature provides flexibility for industry vendors
to revise industrial protocols based on their proprietary
applications. In addition, some companies may also have
reserved Function Codes for their legacy products, which
are not available for public use. The definition of Function
Code is not only used in Modbus protocol, but also
other industrial protocols such as DNP3. For different
protocols, DPI is originally designed to work on public
Function Codes only. If user-defined Function Codes
are implemented alongside with public Function Codes,
traditional SCADA firewalls will not be able to provide
full protection. To our best knowledge, none of existing
DPI-enabled firewalls is capable to create user-defined
Function Codes.

3) Traditional SCADA firewalls lacks of capability to pro-
tect proprietary industrial protocols
It is a common phenomenon that many SCADA systems,
especially more than 20-year-old legacy systems, are still
using own unique and proprietary protocols to solve their
own problems. Attackers can learn proprietary industri-
al protocols through sniffing and reverse engineering.
SCADA firewalls only supports DPI for standardized
and widely adopted industrial protocols (e.g., Modbus is
standardized in the RFC 791 [11]) rather than proprietary
protocols. To our best knowledge, none of existing DPI-
enabled firewalls enable users to create new DPI modules
of proprietary industrial protocols.

We forge malicious Modbus commands that can success-
fully pass the SCADA firewall without triggering any relevant
DPI rule. As a result, attackers can write unauthorized values
into a PLCs memory or force the PLC to run in different
abnormal states. We simulate attack on an existing small-scale
Metro SCADA testbed1, which consists of OCC, stations and
train borne. The testbed topology is showed in Figure 4.

A Siemens S7-series PLC [12] is configured to communi-
cate with HMI and test kit via Modbus/TCP. Test kit simulates
different field devices, such as station lighting, emergency
event button, tunnel fans, and power breaker. A FW1 firewall
is placed in front of PLC to inspect all ingress and egress

1The small-scale Metro SCADA testbed is originally used for our ongoing
security project - A Cyber-Physical Approach to Securing Urban Transporta-
tion Systems.

Fig. 4: Topology - Metro SCADA testbed with DPI enabled
SCADA firewall

Modbus commands. We create the following DPI rules for
testing:

#1 from HMI to PLC, Modbus/TCP, FC 03 (read holding
registers), address 1-100, Accept

#2 from HMI to PLC, Modbus/TCP, FC 06 (write single
register), address 1-100, Accept

#3 from HMI to PLC, Modbus/TCP, FC 08 (diagnostics),
Accept

Bottom Rule: Implicit deny 2

PLC register addresses 1 to 100 have been reserved to
control the states of different test kit. We assume that these
registers should be allowed to write in order to achieve normal
operation control. For example, register 10 controls the digital
I/O power breaker. The register 10’s value is 00 00 for open
circuit and 00 01 for closed circuit. FC 03 commands are
used to read register 10 states and FC 06 commands are used
to write new states to register 10. We assume the attacker
has already compromised a station HMI in order to inject
his/her forged commands that will not be blocked by DPI. We
use Colasoft Packet Builder [13], which is a Windows-based
packet builder, to forge Modbus commands in the following
two scenarios.

1) Write unauthorized values to registers to achieve
proactive control
We first use register 10 as an example. In order to
control the power breaker located at register 10, we need
to send a forged FC 06 command. The standard format
of a FC 06 command’s PDU part is showed as follow:

Field
Name

Function
Code

Register
Address
High

Register
Address
Low

Register
Value
High

Register
Value
Low

Hex
Value

06 00 0A XX XX

2If an incoming packet does not match any existing rule, it will be rejected
by default.
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If DPI module detects a FC 06 command, it will further
inspect whether the address range is located within 1
to 100. If match, firewall will just accept this packet
without inspecting the register value field. This leaves
opportunities for an attacker to write unauthorized register
values and hence control the PLC and test kit. We find
that we can write arbitrary hex number between 00 00 to
FF FF as the register value. All of them can successfully
pass firewalls inspection and reach the PLC. In this way,
we can change the state of power breaker (open or closed
circuit) at anytime. In real systems, such action may cause
serious consequence if the moving trains loss traction
power.
In our test case, the test kit has only two states respec-
tively to different register values. In real systems, one
register may be relevant for multiple or continuous states,
such as voltage supply control and temperature control.
Furthermore, the same unauthorized writing attack will
also work on other writing commands (e.g., FC 05 write
single coil, FC 15 write multiple coils, FC 16 write
multiple registers, and so on.)

2) Abuse diagnostics sub-function codes to disrupt normal
operation
Modbus FC 08 integrates a series of diagnostics sub-
function codes, which are used by administrators or
device custodians for error diagnostics, device reboot or
working modes change. If DPI module detects a FC
08 command, it will accept this packet without further
inspecting its sub-function code field. Thus, it is an “all or
none” acceptance or rejection. We inject different forged
FC 08 commands, including restart PLC communication,
force PLC into listen-only mode, clear counters and
diagnostics registers, return query data, and so on. For
example, the format of a FC 08 restart communication
(sub-FC 01) commands PDU part is showed as follow:

Field
Name

Function
Code

Sub-
Function
Code
High

Sub-
Function
Code
Low

Data
field
High

Data
field
Low

Hex
Value

08 00 01 00 or F-
F

00

As a result, all of these diagnostics commands can
successfully pass firewall’s inspection and reach the PLC.
We verify this by inserting a Wireshark-enabled sniffer
between PLC and firewall (as showed in Figure 5).
Such actions may cause serious consequence (e.g., disrupt
normal operation) in real systems. For example in [14],
listen-only mode makes PLC to stop responding to any
further requests.

In addition, the same attacks are also applicable to train
borne devices as long as they are controlled by Modbus
protocol. In the testbed, we use a Raspberry Pi 3 [15] single
board computer to simulate the train borne device such as
an onboard camera. We also use a track side 2.4 GHz leaky
coaxial cable as the communication media between station

Fig. 5: Different forged FC 08 commands captured by Wire-
shark

and trainborne. Modbus communication is developed by the
help of an open source Python pymodbus library [16]. The
camera is designed to enable or disable by Modbus FC 16
commands. Similarly, attackers can inject these commands for
unauthorized write.

IV. DESIGN OF SCADAWALL MODEL

We propose a new SCADA firewall model named S-
CADAWall. SCADAWall aims to:

• Provide a comprehensive packet inspection feature in
order to prevent unauthorized write or other relevant
attacks.

• Increase the capability to support more proprietary indus-
trial protocols or user-defined Function Codes.

• Monitor sequential behaviors of individual operation con-
trols.

A. Technical Challenges

Here are a few technical challenges to consider in designing
SCADAWall model:

1) Design a logically optimized workflow in inspecting
every field in the payload.
Different industrial protocols follow own unique payload
structure to transmit data. The function of each field (bits
or bytes) is pre-defined and stored in the library of SCA-
DA firewall. Even though multiple vendors implement
DPI in their SCADA firewalls, they may develop own
unique inspection algorithms and engine. Our CPI should
dig deeper and inspect more fields or data bytes than DPI.
First of all, the CPI algorithm should ensure payload is
inspected comprehensively. Meanwhile, we also need to
consider the efficiency of CPI algorithm and optimize the
logical workflow.

2) Minimize the latency of SCADAWall to satisfy the re-
quirement of SCADA systems.
Latency is not only determined by the efficiency of CPI
workflow, but also relevant to the choice of inspection
engine or program, firewall hardware, and complexity and
order of firewall rule set. Most SCADA systems have
strict limit of maximum latency. Our algorithms have
been implemented in a SCADAWall firewall prototype.
To verify the effectiveness of SCADAWall, latency eval-
uation is one of the important phases.

3) Design a systematic approach to add user-defined Func-
tion Codes or proprietary industrial protocols.
The structure of an industry protocol must be pre-defined
in the firewalls library in order to be called for inspection.
A systematic algorithm should be designed that how an
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user-defined FC or proprietary protocol is added into
the library of SCADAWall step by step. The structure
of different industrial protocols will be used as useful
reference.

4) Design a systematic approach to store the sequential
behavior and detect the abnormal industrial operations
that conflict with the correct sequence.
OSDA should monitor and maintain the sequential com-
mands in order to protect industrial operation security.
Thus, relations between each sequential command should
be pre-defined in the SCADAWall and compared with
incoming commands.

B. Comprehensive Packet Inspection

Traditional DPI algorithm is designed to dig the payload
until the end of application header fields to understand exactly
which industrial protocol is employed and what kind of service
is executed. Our CPI algorithm should remain the existing
capability of DPI and further inspect the whole data fields in
order to extract more hidden information, such as:

• Which memory addresses are reserved to execute the
service? Is the memory address readable or writable for
its reserved industrial application?

• How different register/coil values affect the operational
state of reserved industrial application? Is there any rule
to limit the values that are written to the register/coil?

• Whether all the functions or sub-functions are able to
inspect in order to detect the execution of an abnormal
industrial service?

Use a Modbus command as an example, Figure 6 com-
pares the target fields that will be inspected by a basic
firewall, a DPI-enabled SCADA firewall, and our CPI-enabled
SCADAWall.

Fig. 6: Comparison in inspecting industrial commands among
three levels of firewalls

CPI replies on comprehensive inspection on every field in
the payload to understand the precise information of execut-
ed service, and hence accurately identify and prevent more
unauthorized industrial commands. Since different industrial
protocols follow own unique payload structure, we need to
design a systematical and logically optimized CPI algorithm to
ensure those payload fields are inspected comprehensively and
efficiently. We define several terminologies to help understand
the CPI algorithm:

• Parent field
Parent field describes the relation between two adjacent
fields. The former field is the parent field of the latter
field, as the value of the former field will decide the
available options, value range, or length of the latter field.
For example, if Modbus FC field equals to 06, the next
two bytes will present a register address field varies from
00 00 to FF FF. In such case, FC field is the parent field of
register address field. FC field (= 06) decides the length
(2 bytes) and range (00 00 to FF FF) of register address
field.

• Child field
Child field is defined as opposite to the parent field. The
latter field is the child field of the former field. From the
definition of the parent field, we can find that the child
field may not be able to handle a meaningful function
without having a proper selection of the parent field.

• Master field
Master field is the first field in the payload to be inspect-
ed. It does not have any parent field. For example, unit ID
is the first field that begins to describe the actual service
of a Modbus command. It specifies the ID of SCADA
slave.

• Independent field
Some fields do not rely on any other field, such as flag.
The inspection on such fields is straightforward.

• Intrinsic range vs. Restricted range
We mention the range (00 00 to FF FF) of sub-FC field
and register address field in above. We name this range
as intrinsic range, because it is the theoretical range (min,
max) for a two-byte hex value. In practical, not all the
values are meaningful or authorized so that some of them
need to be restricted. For example, public sub-FC always
varies from 0 to 127 (Decimal) only instead of 0 to 65535.
Firewall may also make a bound check to ensure values
do not exceed the valid range. In addition, some values
may also be denied through CPI rules, such as register
values. Thus, we name it as restricted range. If the value is
not located within the intrinsic range, it must also exceed
the restricted range.

CPI algorithm is designed to check every field in a hierarchi-
cal approach. CPI must first identify the industry protocol that
has been pre-stored in its library. Each industrial protocol will
be assigned a fixed TCP destination port number, regardless
public or proprietary protocol. For each protocol, the master
field is always located in the payload with known offset
and length. CPI will compare the value of the master field
against pre-defined firewall rules to check whether it should
be accepted or not. If it is acceptable, CPI will move to its
child field and repeat the same steps until the end of payload.
Based on the values of the parent field or master field, the latter
part of payload may follow a different structure and include
different child fields. Using a hierarchical approach makes it
easier to pre-define and inspect all possible parent-child routes.
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In case of a Modbus command, CPI algorithm should
inspect the following possible fields reside in the application
header fields as well as data fields:

• Unit ID (header field)
• Function Codes (header field)
• Memory address range (data field)
• Write values (data field)
• Sub-Function Codes (data field, include user-defined FCs)
• Other proprietary fields depends on industrial protocols
In Figure 7, we use a hierarchical flowchart to illustrate

how CPI inspects the information of all fields in a Modbus
FC 06 (write single register) command against CPI-enabled
firewall rules. We provide two samples rules below:

Rule 1: from HMI to PLC, Modbus/TCP, unit ID 01,
Function Code 06, Register Address 10 - 20, Value equals
to 00 00 or 00 02, Accept

Rule 2: from HMI to PLC, Modbus/TCP, unit ID 02,
Function Code 06, Register Address 0 to 10, Value equals
to 00 01, Accept

Rule 3: from HMI to PLC, Modbus/TCP, unit ID 02,
Function Code 08, Sub-FC 00 01, Value 00 00, Accept

Bottom Rule: Implicit deny

Fig. 7: CPI algorithm example illustrated in a hierarchical
flowchart

Each step in the flowchart is explained below:

1) Check network layer information
Network layer inspection (e.g., IP addresses, port number-
s, and sequence/acknowledge numbers) is a basic capa-
bility for all types of firewalls. This process is necessary
before moving into the payload inspection.

2) Identify the industry protocol
Each industrial protocol follows own unique payload
structure. Protocol identification is necessary at the be-
ginning phase of CPI algorithm. The protocol structure
should be pre-stored in the SCADAWall library.

3) Locate and inspect the master field
The offset position (byte 0) of the master field will be
certain for a known protocol. We define the unit ID field
as the master field of Modbus protocol. As showed in the
sample Modbus command, the value of unit ID equals to
02. It means that this command is sent to/from PLC 02.
CPI will read the value of the master field and compare
against existing CPI rules. Only the rules that are relevant
to 02 unit ID (#2 and #3 in such case) will be used for
child field inspection. Similarly, if unit ID equals to 01,
rule #1 will be selected for the next round of inspection.

4) Locate and inspect the FC field
FC field is the child field of unit ID field, located at byte
1. CPI will read its value (FC 06) and compare against
rules #2 and #3. Rule #3 becomes irrelevant as it is used
to inspect FC 08.

5) Locate and inspect the register address field and register
value field
If FC field equals to 06, CPI will locate its child field
(register address field) at byte 2 - 3 and read its value.
Rule #2 remains as a relevant rule as 00 03 is a valid
value located within the range from 00 00 to 00 A0. CPI
will continue the same algorithm to inspect the register
value field, which is the child field of the address field.
For each register address, CPI allows users to configure
different ranges of valid values through CPI rules. In such
case, only a value of 00 01 is allowed to be written at
register address 00 03. The Modbus command satisfies
rule #2 and is accepted to pass the SCADAWall.

6) Some more customized options may also be added for
enhanced inspection. For example, a CPI rule can remain
activated or deactivated state within a certain period.

C. Proprietary Industrial Protocols Extension Algorithm (PI-
PEA)

Traditional SCADA firewalls are not capable to inspect pro-
prietary industrial protocols in many legacy systems. Devel-
opment kit or API are not provided as well. Our SCADAWall
aims to provide an extension module that allows users to add
own proprietary protocols in a systematic and hierarchical
approach. Users can create a proprietary protocol by creating
the features of its payload structure in the library. SCADAWall
will reference the library, when users configure CPI rules for
a newly added protocol.

We also consider the structural features of those typical
industrial protocols in designing our algorithm. Typical indus-
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trial protocols have the following common features:

• Support the transmission over TCP/IP (or UDP/IP)
We have known that TCP port 502 is reserved for
Modbus/TCP. In addition, TCP port 20,000 is reserved
for DNP3 communication. TCP port 4840 is reserved
for OPC UA. EtherNet/IP makes use of TCP port 44818
for explicit messaging and UDP port 2222 for implicit
messaging. Two-way or multiple-way request-response
communication mode is used for SCADA master-slave
communication.

• Similar approaches to monitor and control industrial
devices
Many industrial devices (e.g., PLC) can support more
than one industrial protocol. Despite different payload
structures, the protocols use similar approaches to mon-
itor and control devices. The concept of Function Codes
or categorized functions is not particular for Modbus
protocol. DNP3 also uses Function Codes [17] to execute
a series of services. In EtherNet/IP, Register Map Object
(RMO) [18] implements Function Codes to read or write
registers. Execution of different functions is realized by
reading or writing specific registers or coils.

• Payloads are divided into layers or fields for an industrial
service
Industrial protocols are always service oriented. The
payload structure is always divided into layers or fields
in a straightforward way. The field forms the basic unit
of payload. We use five attributes to identify each field:
name, purpose, length, range, and relation with other
fields. For example, Modbus FC field is 1-byte long and
has values vary from 1 to 127. It can be either a parent
field or a child field. Multiple relational fields may form
a specific layer, such as Modbus PDU.

The flowchart of our PIPEA is showed in Figure 8. The
process is illustrated step by step as below:

1) Define a new industrial proprietary protocols name and
version.
A protocol may have multiple versions. Users may add
new user-defined functions in a new version.

2) Choose TCP/IP or UDP/IP as the transport layer protocol.
UDP is stateless and has been abandoned by most in-
dustrial systems. TCP request-response communication is
utilized in master-slave working mode, such as Modbus
and DNP3.

3) Assign a static port number to the new industrial protocol.
Each industrial protocol should have a reserved destina-
tion port number, which is used by masters and slaves to
identify the relevant commands.

4) Define necessary request or response steps to accomplish
a service.
Most industrial protocols use request and response steps
to accomplish a service, such as read or write a register.
Users should define the payload structure of both a
request packet and a response packet. Some proprietary
protocols may use more request/response steps to ac-

Fig. 8: Proprietary Industrial Protocols Extension Algorithm
flowchart

complish a service. These steps should be defined and
configured one by one later. If the protocol uses UDP, it
will be one-way communication without differentiating
request and response.

5) Create/edit one or multiple payload layers, and create/edit
one or multiple fields under each layer.
Multiple relational fields may be categorized under a
specific layer. This hierarchical approach makes easier
inspection. For example, Modbus payload is divided into
MBAP and PDU. We can define Modbus PDU as a layer,
which may include register address, register values, or sub
FCs. It is also fine to define the entire payload as only
one layer. First, user needs to define the layers and the
fields under each layer. Second, user needs to arrange the
sequence of all fields in each layer.

6) a. Edit the basic attributes for each field (name, purpose,
length, and range).
For each field, user needs to define several basic attributes
including name (e.g., function code), purpose (e.g., func-
tions), length (e.g., 1 byte), and valid range (e.g., decimal
1 to 127).
b. Edit the parent-child relation and special values for
available fields.
Then user should define an existing parent-child relation
between two fields. If the choices of parent field value
will affect the attributes of its child field, such as FC
field, additional configurations of sub-fields are needed
for this parent field. Each sub-field represents a specific
value, such as 01 (read coils), 02 (read discrete input), and
03 (read holding register). All attributes (name, purpose,
parent-child relation) should be defined again for each
sub-field.
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After this step, layers and fields should have been defined
in a hierarchical structure.

7) Option: assign a specific formulation for the value of a
field
For some fields, the value may be dependent on other
fields, such as Modbus MBAP’s length field. The value
of length field equals to n * 2, where n refers to the length
of PDU in bytes.

8) Check if the configuration of every field and layer has
been accomplished.

9) Check if the configuration of every request or response
step has been accomplished.

10) Now SCADAWall knows the payload structure of this
industrial proprietary protocol. Set some CPI rules to test
the CPI performance.

D. Out-of-sequence Detection Algorithm (OSDA)

A SCADA system usually interacts with a large number of
industrial devices and control different operations simultane-
ously. Many operations cannot be accomplished in a single
step as they include a series of consecutive and dependent
commands, which must be executed orderly in a specific se-
quence to ensure effectiveness and safety. Commands executed
in any unauthorized sequence may lead to the failure of the
system and even endanger the safety of people. Attackers
may exploit this drawback by sniffing certain operations in
the SCADA system and forging a series of unauthorized
commands that do not obey the correct sequence in order to
achieve his/her attacking purpose. This is why we call it out-
of-sequence command attack. Commands may also be sent in
the incorrect sequence due to operator’s error. Many SCADA
systems lack security mechanism to defend such incident.
DPI-enabled SCADA firewall cannot achieve out-of-sequence
commands detection because of two main reasons:

1) DPI does not inspect all the payload content so that can-
not fully understand and differentiate different commands
in an industrial operation.

2) DPI is implemented based on a single packet inspection
only. It does not consider the relation between separate
commands.

CPI can be utilized to understand and differentiate different
industrial commands and operations. Hence, a further step
is to check the relation between new incoming commands
and stored historical commands. For a complete industrial
operation, the authorized sequence of consecutive commands
should be stored in the SCADAWall as a reference. For
instance, a group of sequential Modbus commands are stored
and uniquely identified by some tags, which could be source
and destination address, function codes, sub-function codes,
register addresses and values. To check whether an incoming
command should follow certain sequence condition, CPI can
be applied to inspect the values of tags. If the command is
found in the stored sequence lists, the sequence correctness
will be further checked.

We have designed an Out-of-sequence Detection Algorithm
(OSDA) that aims to detect out-of-sequence behaviors in

the SCADA system. Our OSDA is different from stateful
firewalls. Stateful firewall usually keeps tracking the states
of connections (e.g., new or established connections) by two
search mechanisms [19]: (i) a slow algorithm that implements
the first match semantics and compares a packet to all the
rules, and (ii) a fast state lookup mechanism that checks
whether a packet belongs to an existing open flow. Instead of
tracking connection-level states, our OSDA inspects proactive
SCADA commands, which work at application-level. These
commands may belong to a same connection as long as
the connection communicates uninterrupted. The mission of
OSDA is to ensure those consecutive commands are following
the authorized sequence.

Fig. 9: Add a new authorized sequence into SCADAWall

1) Add a New Authorized Sequence: First of all, a new
authorized sequence should be added into SCADAWall by the
user. In Figure 9, the flowchart summarizes that how to add a
new authorized sequence in SCADAWall. The important steps
are illustrated below:

1) Create a new authorized sequence and edit its name and
description.
For instance, the user creates a new sequence named
“open three power breakers”, and adds a description
“open power breaker A, B, C in order”.

2) Indicate the number of sequential commands in this
sequence.
A sequence includes two or more sequential commands.

3) Configure each command in the sequence (start from the
first command).
The configuration aims to collect the information of each
command. Such information will be stored as a reference
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to detect incoming “sequence-oriented” commands. CPI
will be utilized to inspect their payload information
during detection.

4) Edit the name and description of the command.
For instance, the first command is named as “open power
breaker of Zone A”.

5) Indicate the industry protocol of the command.
The command may follow a standard industry protocol or
a proprietary industrial protocol (added by PIPEA). Each
protocol is assigned with a static destination port number,
such as Modbus over TCP port 502. Irrelevant protocols
can be ignored directly by comparing their port numbers.

6) Provide the command information using a series of tags.
a. Provide the basic tags (non-payload information) of the
command.
Some common tags include source and destination IP
addresses, MAC addresses, values of flags, and more.
These tags can help exclude some irrelevant commands
before moving to payload inspection.
b. Provide advanced tags (payload information) of the
command.
The payload structure and data vary depending on the
protocol and operation. For a Modbus command, the
advanced tags may include the values of unit ID, Function
Code, sub-Function Code, register address, and register
value.
The command should be uniquely identified by using
these basic and advanced tags.

7) Save the command information in the current sequence.
Once a command configuration has been done, saves it in
the sequence and marks its order. Repeat the same steps
until all the commands in the current sequence have been
configured.

8) Define the maximum waiting period between adjacent
commands.
Depend on the industrial operations, the adjacent com-
mands may be sent after a certain waiting time. For exam-
ple, the operator may manually send the latter command
only after observed the state of the previous command.
Hence, the next step is to add a reasonable maximum
waiting period between adjacent commands, such as a
few seconds. If SCADAWall receives adjacent commands
beyond the maximum waiting period, the latter command
should be rejected. The sequence state should be reset.

9) Option: add more operating options to the sequence.
First, user may define a certain period (e.g., 10 am to 10
pm) to automatically activate or deactivate the inspection
of a sequence. OSDA could be disabled if a SCADA
system does not need this feature. Second, user may
choose the OSDA to work in passive detection mode or
active prevention mode.

10) Save the configuration. A new authorized sequence has
been added in SCADAWall.

2) Out-of-Sequence Detection Process: Usually,
“sequence-oriented” commands only takes a small portion

of total network traffic. The out-of-sequence detection
process can be divided into two phases. First, an incoming
command is identified as a “sequence-oriented” command
using the information provided in Step 6. Second, this
“sequence-oriented” command needs to be compared against
the authorized sequence in the database to check whether it
follows the sequence correctly. We use a sequence consists of
3 consecutive commands as an example to show the detection
process in a flowchart (Figure 10).

Fig. 10: Out-of-sequence detection process illustrated in
flowchart

The process is illustrated step by step as below:
1) Sniffing

Assume several authorized sequences (e.g. SEQ A, SEQ
B, and SEQ C) have been created and stored in the
database of SCADAWall. Thus, all sequence-oriented
commands are stored in this database, which acts as a
lookup table. SCADAWall keeps sniffing the communi-
cation between Host A (e.g., HMI) and Host B (e.g.,
PLC) and comparing each incoming command with the
lookup table.

2) Detected SEQ A CMD #1
At this moment, CMD #1 state is marked as “pending”.
CMD #2 and #3 states are marked as “not available”.
When Host A sends a command request (CMD #1)
to Host B, SCADAWall sniffs and detects that it is a
sequence-oriented command by searching CMD #1 in
the database. The lookup result shows that CMD #1 is
the first command of SEQ A. CMD #1 state should be
updated to received and stored together with a receiving
time stamp t1 in the database. CMD #2 state should be
updated to “pending”. For example, Iptables can be used
to perform a fast linear lookup process based on basic
tags and advanced tags.

3) Finished SEQ A CMD #1
Since the comparison result shows positive, SCADAWall
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allows CMD #1 to pass and allows the response of
CMD #1 from Host B to Host A. All request-response
communication steps of CMD #1 are finished.
If the comparison result shows negative, the command
should be denied based on relevant SCADAWall rules.
Meanwhile, an alert log or message should be generated.

4) Detected SEQ A CMD #2
When Host A sends a command request (CMD #2)
to Host B. SCADAWall sniffs and detects that it is a
sequence-oriented command by searching CMD #2 in the
database. The lookup result shows that CMD #2 is the
second command of SEQ A. CMD #2 state should be
updated to “received” and stored together with a receiving
time stamp t2 in the database. CMD #3 state should be
updated to “pending”.

5) Finished SEQ A CMD #2
Since the comparison result shows positive, SCADAWall
allows CMD #2 request to pass and also allows the
response of CMD #2 from Host B to Host A. All request-
response communication steps of CMD #2 are finished.

6) Detected SEQ A CMD #3
When Host A sends a command request (CMD #3)
to Host B. SCADAWall sniffs and detects that it is a
sequence-oriented command by searching CMD #3 in
the database. The lookup result shows that CMD #3 is
the third and last command of SEQ A. CMD #3 state
should be updated to “received” and stored together with
a receiving time stamp t3 in the database.

7) Finished SEQ A CMD #3
Since the comparison result shows positive, SCADAWall
allows CMD #3 request to pass and also allows the
response of CMD #3 from Host B to Host A. All request-
response communication steps of CMD #3 are finished.

8) Finished SEQ A
Since the states of all commands within SEQ A have been
updated to “received”, a full cycle of SEQ A has finished.
To restart a new cycle of out-of-sequence detection, the
states of all commands should be reset (CMD #1 =
“pending”, the rest commands = “not available”) and all
time stamps should be cleared.

9) Continue sniffing
In step 3, 5, and 7, the comparison result will show positive

if and only if the command state is “pending”. If the state is
“received” or “not available”, it means this command does not
follow the authorized sequence or has already been received.
In step 2, 4, and 6, time stamps are saved in order to perform a
timing inspection before updating command states. If the time
difference between two adjacent commands exceeds the pre-
defined maximum waiting period, the latter command should
be denied. Meanwhile, the state(s) and time stamp(s) of all
previous commands within the same sequence should be reset.

3) Memory Size Allocated to Memorize Sequences: A
question is that how much estimated memory size would be
allocated to store the information of these sequential-oriented
commands in the database. To memorize a single command,
both basic tags and advanced tags should be stored. For

instances, the payload of a Modbus command may include
only 10 to 20 bytes depending on function codes. The payload
of a DNP3 command may include more bytes (around 40
bytes). The TCP datagram (with empty option) has a size of 64
bytes. The estimated memory size to store a Modbus request
command and a response command can be calculated in the
following way:

1) Request (A to B): header 64 bytes + payload 10-20 bytes
2) Response (B to A): header 64 bytes + payload 10-20

bytes
In total, less than 200 bytes would be needed to memorize

a single command. Thus, a sequence consists of three consec-
utive commands may need 600 bytes to memorize. A hash-
table would help reduce this memory size. In [20], the authors
developed a hash-table based model that utilizes ten times less
memory space as well as lower time consumption to memorize
a connection, by comparing to Netfilter solution. Instead of
storing original plaintext information, we may calculate hash
values to represent the entry of each command. Less memory
is allocated for storage, but an additional hashing calculation
delay will be added when detect each incoming command.
For example, we can memorize a Modbus command using the
following hash function.

Entry = Hash(Src IP, Dest IP, Src port, Dest port, unit ID,
function code, register addr, register value)

E. Relations between Three Algorithms

These three algorithms work together in our SCADAWall
model. The relations between them are summarized below and
showed in Figure 11.

1) CPI can work as an independent module to inspect
SCADA commands based on CPI rules.

2) PIPEA expends CPI’s capability to inspect proprietary
industrial protocols.

3) OSDA extends CPIs use to inspect the relations between
commands.

4) PIPEA expends OSDA’s capability to inspect the se-
quence of proprietary protocol commands.

5) CPI applies the concept of parent/child field, which is
also used in PIPEA to define payload structure.

6) OSDA calls CPI function to detect sequence-oriented
commands.

Fig. 11: Relations between SCADAWall’s three components
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V. IMPLEMENTATION OF SCADAWALL MODEL

A. Utilize Linux Iptables to Implement CPI Algorithm

Iptables is an extremely flexible Linux built-in utility that
allows users to interact with kernel’s Netfilter framework that
provides various traffic filtering hooks. Iptables have several
categories of built-in functions or called tables: filter table,
NAT table, mangle table, raw tables, and security tables. We
will use the default filter table to implement our CPI algorithm.
In the filter table, Iptables rules can be applied to three chains,
INPUT chain, OUTPUT chain, and FORWARD chain. The
FORWARD chain is used to route incoming connections (pre-
routing) to another host (post-routing) instead of being deliv-
ered locally. We will write iptables rules in this FORWARD
chain. In this way, the computer behaves as a firewall to
inspect the forwarding traffic.

1) Hardware setup: We use a 64-bit ThinkPad T400 laptop
(processor specification: Intel Core 2 Duo P8700 2.53 GHz;
OS: Ubuntu version 16.04) to develop SCADAWall prototype.
Network interfaces 1 (Eth1) is a built-in Intel 82567LM
Gigabit Network Connection card. Network interface 2 (Eth2)
is a j5create JUN 130 USB 3.0 Ethernet adaptor [21], which
adds an additional network interface controller. A network
bridge is configured to join two network interfaces. As showed
in Figure 12, the laptop (SCADAWall prototype) is logically
connected between a HMI and a PLC to inspect bi-directional
Modbus commands in transit. It works in the non-intrusive
mode that no additional IP address is needed to assign, which
is similar with FW1. The detailed configuration steps can be
found in [22].

Fig. 12: Hardware setup of SCADAWall prototype

2) Write Iptables rules for CPI algorithm: In this S-
CADAWall prototype, we utilize Iptables’ U32 match [23]
module to implement our CPI algorithm. U32 match module
allows Iptables to dynamically inspect the packet payloads.
It will extract a block of 1 - 32 bits (4 bytes in maximum)
located at a specified location of packet, and check whether
its value equals to a given value or not. The basic syntax of
an U32 match Iptables rule is showed below:

iptables -m u32 - -u32 “start point >>shift & mask = given
value(s)”

There are four basic parameters in this syntax. Start point
defines a starting location of a 4-byte block in the payload.
Shift and mask apply an offset and a mask to locate a 1-to-
32-bit field. The value of the located field is compared with
the given value. This syntax shows the inspection of one field
only. Multiple fields can also be inspected simultaneously in

a single Iptables rule by using && symbol. Some publicly
available resources and examples (e.g., [2], [23], [24]) are
helpful to understand that how to write different Iptables rules
in command-lines. For example, CPI rules in Section IV-B
can be done with Iptables rules (Figure 13):

Fig. 13: Iptables rules for sample CPI rules

In Figure 13, each rule represents a specific Modbus
command that consists of multiple inspected fields. All au-
thorized Modbus commands should be written into Iptables
rules to form a white list. When a Modbus command enters
SCADAWall, it will be compared against each rule in order
until a match is found. If there is no matched rule except
implicit deny rule, the command is invalid and will be rejected
by an implicit deny rule.

In addition, Iptables also allows users to create new chains
to categorize rules into groups. Thus, an alternative way is to
create several new chains alongside FORWARD chain, such
as unit-ID chain, FC chain, register address chain, and register
value chain. Each chain represents one specific payload field
and includes multiple CPI rules, which specify the actions
for different possible field values. The relations between these
Iptables chains are same as parent-child fields. These chains
form a hierarchical inspection tree. All incoming commands
will first enter FORWARD chain, which represents the master
field. Based on the inspection result, the command may be
re-directed to different child chains for further inspection or
accept/reject/drop immediately.

3) Case Study: Use CPI to Mitigate the Attacks: In Section
III, we give two scenarios of attacks on Metro SCADA system.
We can use CPI rules to enhance the payload inspection so as
to defense such attacks.

• Scenario 1
CPI rule should be added to specify each authorized
(write) value for register 10. Assume the authorized
values include 00 00 (open power breaker) and 00 01
(closed power breaker).

Field
Name

Function
Code

Register
Address
High

Register
Address
Low

Register
Value
High

Register
Value
Low

Hex
Value

06 00 0A 00 00 or
01

The equivalent Iptables rule is:

If the “open power breaker” command should be
prohibited during operating hour (e.g., 6 am to 23 pm)
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every day, another time attribute could be inserted at the
end of Iptables rule.

• Scenario 2
CPI rule should be added to specify each authorized or
unauthorized diagnostics sub-FC. Assume sub-FC 00 01
restart communication is unauthorized. The equivalent
Iptables rule is:

B. CPI Latency Evaluation

Low latency is critical in many SCADA systems as efficacy
of operation control is deeply affected by request-response
time. We use the same hardware setup in Figure 12 to test the
CPI latency (implemented by Iptables). Eth1 is connected to a
sender PC and Eth2 is connected to a receiver PC. Numerous
Modbus commands will be sent from the sender to the receiver
to test firewalls latency under different conditions.

In the SCADAWall prototype PC, the time stamping is
performed by Wireshark software, which grants a resolution of
1 microsecond (µs). Two Wireshark services will run together
to sniff Eth1 and Eth2 simultaneously. Thus, we can obtain two
time stamps for each command: tEth1 and tEth2. Comparing to
dumpcap or tshark, Wireshark provides graphical interface for
convenient observation. The time difference observed between
tEth2 and tEth1 is introduced by CPI and an uncertain hardware
interrupt hander delay tint [25]. Such delay is unavoidable and
usually affected by the quality of hardware.

LCPI = tEth2 - tEth1 - tint

We consider the number of inspected payload fields (M) and
the number of firewall rules (N) as two important factors to
measure CPI latency. 20 groups of latency tests were carried
out, each group consists of 100 + N firewall rules. A real
SCADA system also includes a series of enterprise network
protocols (e.g., HTTP, ARP, DHCP, and more TCP ports).
Thus, we simulate 100 firewall rules for non-SCADA protocols
without payload inspection. N (N = 5, 10, 30, 50) additional
CPI rules will be added after the end of 100 rules. Modbus
commands were simulated as inputs to be inspected by 100 +
N rules. We intentionally design the Modbus commands and
rules to achieve “last-match”, which means a command cannot
find a match from rules no. 1 to (100 + N - 1) and only find
a match at rule no. (100 + N). The numbers of inspected
payload fields (M) are varied for different groups, starting
with minimum 3 fields and up to 15 fields. For each value

of M, CPI latency (average latency and standard deviation) is
tested against each value of N. Totally, there are 20 (5 times 4)
groups, each group has a input of 10,000 Modbus commands.
The command transmission interval is set to 1,000 µs for all
groups. These Modbus commands have packet lengths from
68 bytes to 80 bytes. In Figure 14, We use one group (M =
5, N = 50) as an example to illustrate the latency test.

Fig. 14: A sample group of latency testing (5 payload fields
and 50 CPI rules)

The average latency and standard deviation for 100 rules
only (without N rules) is 28.73 µs and 3.33 µs. The average
latency Lavg and standard deviation Ldev for 100 + N rules are
calculated for 20 groups. The results are shown from Table II
to Table VI. In Figure 15, the average latencies of all groups
are shown in a single chart to see the increase of latency.

TABLE II: Latency results for 3 payload fields

No. of CPI rules 5 10 30 50
Average Latency
Lavg (µs)

31.50 34.98 46.23 59.20

Standard Deviation
Ldev (µs)

4.79 5.06 6.57 6.57

Maximum Latency 38 39 45 58
Minimum Latency 18 21 16 25

TABLE III: Latency results for 5 payload fields

No. of CPI rules 5 10 30 50
Average Latency
Lavg (µs)

35.13 41.45 67.65 88.20

Standard Deviation
Ldev (µs)

4.58 5.59 6.03 6.91

Maximum Latency 44 51 83 97
Minimum Latency 22 29 47 54

The results show that our average CPI Lavg varies from 30
to 200 µs under different conditions. In [25], the authors
evaluated the performance of FW1 was Lavg = 137.87 µs and
Ldev = 12.08 µs under packet size = 72 bytes. However, this
latency was measured by feeding simple TCP packets without
inspecting the payload. We re-tested the FW1 device and found
that the average DPI Lavg is around 1.1 milliseconds under
packet size = 72 bytes.
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TABLE IV: Latency results for 8 payload fields

No. of CPI rules 5 10 30 50
Average Latency
Lavg (µs)

38.80 50.35 84.63 120.18

Standard Deviation
Ldev (µs)

3.66 4.46 5.28 6.72

Maximum Latency 46 59 98 136
Minimum Latency 26 40 71 104

TABLE V: Latency results for 12 payload fields

No. of CPI rules 5 10 30 50
Average Latency
Lavg (µs)

43.63 57.83 116.10 166.88

Standard Deviation
Ldev (µs)

3.15 4.16 8.82 10.36

Maximum Latency 51 66 138 184
Minimum Latency 35 46 95 144

TABLE VI: Latency results for 15 payload fields

No. of CPI rules 5 10 30 50
Average Latency
Lavg (µs)

50.13 65.48 137.05 195.80

Standard Deviation
Ldev (µs)

4.27 7.51 7.24 9.11

Maximum Latency 59 77 148 210
Minimum Latency 36 50 111 162

Fig. 15: Average CPI latencies for 20 groups of no. of fields
and no. of rules combinations

Many SCADA systems have strict latency requirement to
which some of them could be more sensitive to delays.
For instance, most of the power grid applications will have
a strict low-latency requirement of 10s of milliseconds to
100 milliseconds [26], [27] to ensure the real-time control
over transient stability of generation trip or other distributed
applications. Compare to power grid system, Metro SCADA
systems usually have similar or loose low-latency requirement.
For example, metro track power is supported by multiple
power substations and controlled via Modbus commands. Most
monitor and control commands are transmitted passively or
actively in a frequency much lower than 1,000 command
per second. PLCs are usually configured to transmit device
states in every 0.5 second by default. Based on such latency
requirement, our CPI can achieve real-time command inspec-
tion without sacrificing the original control performance. In
addition, more mechanisms are also developed by researchers

to further reduce the firewall rules matching time [28]–[30].

C. SCADAWall Configurator with GUI

The usage of Iptables saves our implementation effort by
providing a series of powerful functions. However, it is still
not user-friendly enough for users who are not very familiar
with Linux environment. Thus, we develop a SCADAWall
configuration software with graphical user interface (GUI),
which is installed in the prototype PC. The configurator is
developed in C++. It provides a platform for users to edit CPI
rules and add own proprietary industrial protocols.

The main window of configurator is showed in Figure
16. In this GUI, users can edit both static firewall rules
(e.g., IP addresses) and CPI rules, assign valid duration to
each rule in a separate window, select logging option, and
load/save a specific rule or ruleset. In addition, users can
add proprietary industrial protocols in a separate CPI window.
The configurator can automatically convert all the inputs into
equivalent Iptables rules and upload them to the prototype.
Thus, users can use SCADAWall functions in an user-friendly
way without understanding Iptables.

Fig. 16: Main window of SCADAWall Configurator GUI

Figure 17 shows the screenshot of CPI and PIPEA config-
uration window. We add a sample protocol with one payload
layer of four fields: ID, Function, Address, and Value. Users
can edit the values for CPI rules in the left column and edit
the payload structure (e.g., field length and position) in the
right column. Each protocol can be saved or loaded. We have
tested our CPI and PIPEA on Singapore MRT live system,
which uses non-standard Modbus protocols. Our protocol can
successfully edit their proprietary protocols and write CPI
rules.

Fig. 17: CPI and PIPEA configuration window
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Finally, according to the log option, all matched traffic will
be logged using Iptables logging function (Figure 18).

Fig. 18: Logs of matched traffic

VI. RELATED WORK

To our best knowledge, Tofino [8] is one of the earliest
commercial DPI-enabled firewall specially designed for SCA-
DA systems. [2] and [24] both describe the ideas to utilize
Linux Iptables as an open source tool to inspect industrial
protocols. [2] uses Modbus as an example and [24] uses DNP3
as an example. They focus on the methodologies of using
Iptables without discussing the importance of comprehensive
inspection. [25] evaluates the performance of three commercial
firewalls (includes Tofino) for industrial applications by mak-
ing a series of latency experiment. The concept of DPI is not
discussed. [31] aims to design a Modbus behavior modeling
algorithm in order to detect network intrusion. The working
theory is different from SCADA firewalls. We consider that
it is a better choice to apply firewall and Intrusion Detection
together as a defense-in-depth strategy for SCADA systems
security.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have designed a new SCADA firewall
model named SCADAWall, which aims to inspect SCADA
commands and prevent more intelligent attacks through three
detailed algorithms, CPI, PIPEA, and OSDA. The performance
evaluation results show that CPI prototype can maintain real-
time communication without sacrificing network performance.

In the future work, SCADAWall has the potential to achieve
more security features, such as to prevent critical states [32]
or anomaly due to safety concern. The execution of malicious
commands may drive the system from a normal operation
state into the critical state or anomaly state. CPI is a basic
element that can be integrated with more applications as
long as they need systematic payload inspection. CPI could
be utilized to forecast, warn, and prevent such situations
through inspecting the application content of commands and
estimating the distance between different states. CPI may be
further improved by testing against more SCADA protocols
whose complexity in payload structure is higher than Modbus.
Complex protocols may include much more payload fields and
wide range of values. CPI rule set might also grow as physical
SCADA plant size and complexity grows. CPI latency may
increase accordingly until reaching a threshold that the systems
allow. In addition, firewall also has its limitation for system
protection. Some dynamic situations may not be fully covered
by defining rules. For example, some SCADA commands may
be sent out occasionally under emergency or unpredictable

situations, dependent on the applications. Thus, firewall is
usually applied together with other security countermeasures,
such as Intrusion Detection System or dynamic behavior
analysis mechanisms.
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